**The Candy Game**

A tiny home run champ: baby Ruth

Galaxy: Milky Way

What bees make: honey

The "goodie-two-shoes" gentleman: Mr. Good Bar

Street in NYC: 5th Ave

Sweet affectionate action: kiss

Native American burial grounds: Mounds

Feline (young & old): Kit Kat

Galactic explosion: Starburst

Noisy bite: Crunch

Famous author: O Henry

Superman's alter ego: Clark Bar

Double letters: M M S

Special day for working people: Pay Day

The red planet: Mars Bar

City in England: York / Ladbury

Sounds like two female pronouns: her she

Peculiar sounding laughter: Snicker

Moniker for someone clumsy: Butterfinger

Highly desired salary: 100,000 pound

Meeting activities:
- Emotions towards the most least amount of

Yellow paper plate smile face

Bugs Drawing Implicit
- Bug Drawing Implicit